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Results of the investigation into the suitability of the shear-force distance regulation mechanism for
scanning near-field optical microscopy~SNOM! are presented. It is shown that there is a range of
relative sizes of surface features to tip size that gives rise to malfunctions of the shear-force distance
regulation mechanism. If the size of the tip is comparable to the size of any depressions on the
sample, the corresponding shear-force image may show contrast reversal. It is also shown that the
resolution obtained when imaging a surface with the shear-force scanning microscope may differ for
the two perpendicular lateral directions. The resolution along the oscillation axis is usually lower
than the one perpendicular to it. This has implications for SNOM images. Therefore, the
interpretation of shear force, and hence SNOM images, may become complex when imaging any
sample with significant surface roughness. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shear-force distance regulation has practically becom
standard component of most scanning near-field optical
croscopes~SNOMs! today.1,2 Its development was primarily
driven by the need to have a distance regulation mechan
for SNOM, to enable the imaging of nonconducting, as w
as conducting surfaces. This distance control mechanism
particularly suited to SNOM probes, which typically consi
of tapered optical fiber tips.3 These fiber tips have relatively
small lateral spring constants~0.1–300 N/m!, and larger lon-
gitudinal ones, in contrast to cantilevered atomic force m
croscope~AFM! tips, which are the opposite.4,5 As a result,
they are more sensitive to shearing forces. The fiber tip
oscillated laterally by a few nm near mechanical resonan
If the tip approaches a sample this then gives rise to shea
forces of a few nN, which can sufficiently shift the resonan
and damp the oscillations. The nature of the shear forc
not well established. It could be an effect combining
damping, capillary forces, van der Waals forces, and im
current dissipation. The proximity range over which the o
cillations are damped to zero scales with the oscillation a
plitude. For instance, for a 10 nm oscillation amplitude, t
distance over which this is damped to zero is approximat
10 nm. The effect of shear force is readily measurable. T
distance at which shear force comes into effect is of the ri
order for SNOM.6 Therefore, shear force is commonly use
for distance regulation in SNOM. In the present work, w
decided to study the operation of shear-force distance re
lation and especially analyze its applicability for SNOM im
aging on surfaces with roughness.

II. EXPERIMENT

The fiber tips are produced using a home ma
computer-controlled pulling machine.7 The principle of this
is somewhat similar to commercial micropipette pullers8 ~see

a!Electronic mail: nwynn@vax1.tcd.ie
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Fig. 1!. It consists of a 20 W CO2 laser for heating the fiber,
and a 90 W dc servomotor for subsequent stretching. T
pulling mechanism incorporates a feedback system based
an optical encoder for reproducible pulls. The pulling param
eter’s velocity and acceleration are thus very well controlle
The laser is pulsed using the computer, and there is the p
sibility to make as many pulses as required, for any duratio
down to 5ms. We typically use one pulse, of duration 10 ms
during which the pull is initiated. There are two tapered re
gions, typically of overall length 200mm. The acceleration
we use is of the order of 10 m s22. The shape of the fiber tips
is critically dependent on the pulling parameters.

At least 60% of the tips made are suitable for SNOM
The tips are then vacuum coated with 100–150 nm of al
minum, leaving an aperture at the end, of diameter in th
range 40–150 nm~see Fig. 2!.

These tips are then mounted with a free end of approx
mately 2–3 mm, giving rise to resonance frequencies in t
range 10–15 kHz withQ;30 andk;100–300 N/m for the
main body of the fiber. The spring constant for the tip regio
itself, which is 200mm long, can be much smaller.

The shear-force detection is based on shadowing of
laser beam by the edge of the oscillating fiber. The detecti
beam is delivered to the tip by means of a single-mode o
tical fiber. This produces a relatively well defined spot at th
tip edge about 10mm in diameter. This spot is placed abou
300mm from the end of the tip, just before the tapered re
gion. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 3. The shadowe
beam is detected with a photodiode, and lock-in detection
used thereafter. An oscillation amplitude of the SNOM tip b
10 nm peak–peak is thus easily detectable, with a signa
noise ratio of about 10. As mentioned in Sec. I, the rang
over which this oscillation becomes damped to zero sca
with the oscillation amplitude. Some approach curves a
shown in Fig. 4. The distance dependence of the oscillati
amplitude is approximately exponential, and can be fitte
with R@12exp~2az!#. The feedback signal is fed directly
into the log amplifier of our scanning tunneling microscop
~STM! unit. The signal used for feedback is
12191219/5/$6.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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R82R cosu, where u is the phase angle between the d
tected oscillation and the voltage excitation,R8 is the initial
amplitude of the tip, andR is the instantaneous amplitude
The reason for this can be seen by reference to Fig. 5. T
signal after being linearized by the log amplifier has an a
proximately linear dependence with the tip–sample distan
If R cosu were used directly, the linearized signal wou
now have an exponential distance dependence, and su
feedback loop would be highly unstable, and would tend
oscillate. For our experiments, the oscillation amplitude
maintained at between 5 and 10 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our SNOM is a reflection-mode microscope. In this a
ticle we present results of its characterization, which w
obtained on a test cross grating. This is a carbon film c
taining lines in two perpendicular directions, of period 4
nm, with V-shaped grooves 80 nm wide and 40 nm de
~Fig. 6!.9 Figure 7 shows a typical shear-force image of th
grating. The lateral resolution can be inferred to be be
than 30 nm. For this image, the oscillation amplitude of t
tip was calculated to be 5–10 nm peak–peak. Resolu

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of pulling machine;~b! mechanical layout.

FIG. 2. SEM image of coated SNOM tip, showing aperture at end. Apert
size is 130 nm.
1220 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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better than 30 nm was obtained for almost every single
used. Even metal-coated tips which are at least 250 nm
size at the apex still reproducibly show such resolution.

For imaging of such a sample containing depressed fe
tures, there are at least three distinct regimes:

~1! The tip is small enough to fit inside the depression, an
hence maintain a constant distance from the sample–
Fig. 9~a!.

~2! the tip is too large to fit in—Fig. 9~b!.

re

FIG. 3. Schematic of SNOM setup.~a! optical fiber for shear force;~b!
photodiode;~c! sample scanner piezo;~d! dither piezo;~e! SNOM fiber tip.

FIG. 4. Shear-force approach curves showing dependence of in-phase
oscillation amplitude.R cosu, as a function of tip–sample separation fo
three different oscillation amplitudes.
C. Durkan and I. V. Shvets
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~3! the tip may be able to partially fit inside, and possi
stick in the depression–Fig. 9~c!.

In this work we argue that in this case the feedback m
work in the wrong sense. For imaging of the above sam
case~1! may only be realized by a protrusion in the Al co
ing on the tip. Since the size of the tip is greater than

FIG. 5. ~a! Distance dependence of shear-force fiber oscillation ampli
R; phaseu ; in-phase amplitudeR cosu ; and normalized in-phase oscilla
tion amplitudeR82R cosu ; ~b! Distance dependence of logarithms of
phase fiber oscillation amplitude, and normalized amplitude.

FIG. 6. TEM image of grating sample. Area51.8mm2.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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nm, this could mean that while the distance between th
protrusion and the sample is constant, the distance betwe
the optical aperture and the sample is not necessarily
Figure 7 is consistent with this regime. This can be deduce
using the fact that the error signal associated with this ima
showed no features, and the depth of the grooves is cons
tent with the expected value. Figure 8 is an image of th
grating consistent with regime~3!. The dither direction of the
tip is indicated. There are three interesting features to not

~i! The grating lines appear to be raised, rather than d
pressed;

~ii ! the lines are somewhat smeared out in the dither d
rection as is to be expected; and

~iii ! the width of the grooves is much larger than 80 nm

To understand why there appears to be contrast reversal, c
sider Fig. 9. This represents the scanning of a tip across
groove for the three cases. The essential feature is that wh
the tip is centered over the groove, it can get stuck, and t
feedback loop will tend to withdraw it, whereas when it is
slightly off center, it can partially extend into the groove
This is consistent with line profiles of the grooves, as show

tude
-
in-

FIG. 7. Shear-force image of grating. Scan size51.25mm2.

FIG. 8. Shear-force image of grating showing reversed contrast. Scan s
51.25mm2.
1221C. Durkan and I. V. Shvets
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in Fig. 10. This becomes more important as the depth of
groove is increased. The lines appear smeared out in
dither direction due to the fact that when the tip is oscillati
by 10–20 nm laterally, the effective lateral distance ov
which the groove influences the tip becomes 20–40 nm. T
is not the case for the perpendicular direction. The groo
may appear to be larger than expected if the tip is la
enough—i.e., the edge of the tip may feel the influence d
to the groove long before the very apex does.

Another illustration of this is shown in Fig. 11, which i
a shear-force image of the grating, again where the li
appear raised. Figure 12 shows a zoom-in into the area i
cated in Fig. 11 where there are three depressions abou
nm in size, separated by about 60 nm. The hole on the rig
hand side~60 nm! is large enough to partially fit the end o
the tip, but then it gets stuck when it is centered on the ho
hence the white region at the center, whereas the other
holes~40 nm! are too small. The reason why the left-han
side part of the image of the depression on the right-ha
side appears dark in the shear-force and error signal ima
is due to the dynamic response time of our feedback lo
The scan direction is horizontal, so the tip overshoots
entering the depression, and then again on leaving it.
result is that the measured depth of the depressions is gre
than the actual depth. The second image is the error sig

FIG. 9. Illustration of different tip–sample size regimes:~a! tip small
enough to fit into depressions;~b! tip too large to fit into depressions; and~c!
tip only small enough to partially fit into depressions.

FIG. 10. Line profiles of grating image in Fig. 8;~a! parallel, and~b!
perpendicular to dither direction, showing smoothing out of features perp
dicular to dither direction.
1222 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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The third image is the SNOM image obtained of the sam
area, in the external-reflection geometry. The contra
mechanism is purely topographic, and is very much e
hanced by the sharp withdrawal of the tip when centered
the hole, as shadowing of the reflected light by the tip is a
extremely important effect. Optical resolution better than 4
nm is clearly demonstrated in this image: The three holes a
just resolved. It was taken withl5685 nm.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that, for certain configuratio
of tip and sample in shear-force microscopy, contrast rever
may occur, e.g., over a depression on the surface, the fe
back may withdraw the tip after it gets stuck in the depre
sion. Therefore, the distance between the tip and sample

en-

FIG. 11. Shear-force image of grating. Scan size59303870 nm2.

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 12. Zoom-in of area indicated in Fig. 11:~a! shear-force image;~b!
error signal image; and~c! SNOM image.
C. Durkan and I. V. Shvets
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not always kept constant with shear-force-based feedba
This serves to complicate image interpretation in both she
force and SNOM images, as there will always be a convol
tion between topography and optical features. This is partic
larly important, as the optical aperture and the shear-force
are rarely, if ever, at the same place.
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